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Particularly in the US, stories about the umami depth and super
nutrition of bone broth have ricocheted through food media while
restaurants like New York’s Brodo have begun selling it. It’s fair to say
that bone broth, crafted in culinary and home kitchens for centuries,
is now enjoying a renaissance. Leading poultry ingredient producer
IDF® anticipates ever growing demand for its frozen concentrated
and powdered bone broth, says Stephanie Lynch, VP Technology,
Sales & Marketing at IDF. “Our pre-clinical studies indicate that our
grandmother’s chicken soup has genuine health benefits. We’re now
looking for partners to further substantiate our research.”
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concentrated with an on-trend roasted
flavour, IDF’s bone broth powder
provides convenience in use while
bringing the benefits of bone broth to a
wide array of formulations. “On-trend,
nutritious, and flavourful, our bone
broths provide great foundations for a
variety of food and supplement
applications,” says Ms. Lynch. “We’re
looking forward to collaborating with
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Ms. Lynch says that broth has always
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been considered a healing food,
especially if you consider the tradition
with a cold. But lately, the list of bone
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of eating chicken soup when you’re sick
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